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Burning human beings for money
Before the revolution in Iran, the regime of the Shah under the orders of its advisers
American, Israeli and European fattened the current Islamic leaders of Iran to frighten
the population of communism.
On August 19, 1978, a cinema where a film of the left was projected was set on fire in the
city of Abadan (the majority of inhabitants are Arab) in south-western Iran. 600 people
lost their lives in the fire. The instigator and mastermind was Khamenei band, the current
leader of Iran.
In September 2016, the Iranian leaders organized a free and train trip to some
Azerbaijani families from the city of Tabriz in Iran to the holy city of Mashhad in NorthEast of Iran for 11/25/2016. On November 25, 2016, in a collision between this train and
the other train in the middle of the destination, 200 Azerbaijanis were burned alive.
In this example too, one can see the hands of the Islamic leaders with the criminal
mentality of Anti-Arab and Anti-Turk.
Every year in India, there are hundreds of train accidents with 15,000 deaths, never a fire
in trains, above all, in sleeping car in the middle of the train.
On January 19, 2017, the PLASCO, 17-storey building in center of Tehran and close to
the embassies of Turkey and England allegedly was burned with about tens of firefighters and civilian casualties.
Independent videos show explosions set on purpose on the lower floors.
In this shopping center, there were 400 garment factories with 4,000 workers who
produced much of the clothes for the Iranians.
90% of non-food goods consumed in Iran come from foreign countries, especially from
China, illegally by the Khamenei band and leaders of Revolutionary Guardians.
They do not pay taxes. They earn Billion Dollars without tax. If tens of thousands of
production shops are closed in Iran, it is because of this mafia band.
Some of the roads in Bangladesh and the artificial islands in southern Arab countries of
Iran were built with Iranian lands, sold by this mafia band.
These examples prove that the main profession of Iranian leaders burn human beings and
steal public wealth and transfer these dollars to European and American banks.
Investment of the children of these criminals in Switzerland, France, England, Germany,
Canada and the United States are testimonies.
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